
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 
AIMS AND OBJECTIVES:  

 
IndiaTech.org (TSIA) is a non-profit, voluntary organisation that has the objective of creating 
a strong and vibrant technology and innovation ecosystem in India. The organisation serves 
as a platform for the Indian internet-based start-ups and companies and their investors with 
the aim of ensuring a conducive business and enabling regulatory environment for Indian 
entrepreneurs and promoting innovation and strategic growth.  
 
The stated objectives of the organization will be:   
 
1. To serve as a collaborative platform for Indian internet-based start-ups and companies 

and their investors in addressing key ecosystem issues.  
 

2. To work towards enabling a conducive regulatory environment by engaging with various 
governments.  
 

3. To engage on policy discussions with the government and related stakeholders to 
facilitate rapid growth of the industry, ecosystem and investments in India. 
 

4. To carry out cutting-edge work to ensure leadership in technology innovation, economic 
research, evidence-based policy to advance multi-stakeholder interest, and encouraging 
technology entrepreneurship to develop India specific solutions.  

 
5. To carry out research, bring out publications and reports, hold talks, discussions, 

seminars, etc. on policy and regulatory issues that impact the industry. 
 
6. To identify bottlenecks and impediments towards ease of doing business; formulating 

solutions; and making recommendations and representations to the government. 
 
7. To help the sector attract more investments, by connecting companies with investors 

and vice-versa, and by addressing investor concerns/questions. 
 
8. To collaborate with experts, consultants, institutions etc. who can engage in collective 

thinking regarding the policy objectives of IndiaTech.org. 
 
9. To evolve best practices and learnings from Indian start-up and unicorn ecosystem to 

accelerate growth of Internet and cutting-edge technologies globally. 
 
10. To encourage technology entrepreneurship to develop India specific solutions. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
APPLICATION FOR MEMBERSHIP 

To join IndiaTech.org, please complete the following form and return a signed copy to us via 

email. 

1. COMPANY DETAILS  

Company Name:    

Address: 
 
 
 

 

Telephone no.:  
Website:   

 

2. CONTACT DETAILS  

Contact Name (Will 
be IndiaTech.org’s 
main point of 
contact at the firm):  

 

Job Title:   
Direct Telephone 
Number:  

 

Mobile:  

E-mail address:   

 

3. PREFERRED MEMBERSHIP TIER  

Please tick your preference (for Fees refer to Annexure 1)  

 Founding Member (By invitation only)  

 Associate/ Platinum Member 

 Standard/ Gold Member  

 Base/ Silver Member  

 Start-ups/ Patrons/ Bronze Members 

 

4. COMPANY INFORMATION  

Sector (e.g. e-retail, 
artificial, 
intelligence, ride-
sharing, online 
gaming, messaging, 
investor):  

 

If an Investor, 
primary focus for 
investing in India:  

 

Date of 
establishment/ 
incorporation:  

 

Legal Structure 
(Please tick one):  

Partnership Firm/ Private Ltd./ Proprietorship/ Public Ltd. (Listed)/ 
Other 



 
Total number of 
employees:  

 

CIN Number:   

PAN Number:   

GST Number:   

 

5. UNDERTAKINGS  

Please note that the member will be subject to the Undertakings listed below. 
 
a. I/We confirm that I am/we are authorized to sign this application and that, if it is approved, 

I/the Company agree(s) to be bound by the Association Charter. 
b. I/We  hereby  confirm that  I  am/we  are  not  aware  of  any  breach  of  any  rule or  

regulations  of  any  regulatory authority,   or   of   any   investigations   or   disciplinary   
proceedings   by   any   regulatory   authority   against myself/ourselves  or the Company  
or  any  other principal,  director,  officer  or  employee of  the Company (here collectively 
referred to as “Associated Persons of the Company”) or any litigation in which I am/we, 
the Company or any Associated Persons of the Company are involved and which may be 
likely to bring IndiaTech.Org and its members into disrepute. 

c. I/We confirm we agree that, in the event of the cancellation of membership, any claim for 
a refund of membership fees paid will be entirely at the discretion of IndiaTech.Org. 

 

6. MEMBERSHIP AUTHORIZATION  

 

Signature 

 

Date 
 

Name 
 

Designation 
 

7. PAYMENT OPTIONS & INFORMATION  

Your application will be processed and, on approval, an invoice will be issued. Membership 

will only become active once full payment is received. You may pay by cheque, bank transfer 

(details on invoice) or by credit card. You will be invoiced annually for the renewal of your 

membership. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Please note that IndiaTech.Org reserves the right to decline a membership application and is not obliged to provide any 

rationale for that decision.  In such an event, IndiaTech.Org will keep that decision entirely confidential. IndiaTech.Org reserves 

the right to reach out to the references mentioned above, as may be appropriate. 


